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ABSTRACT

We study the three-point correlation functions f(r, u, v) of clusters in the

two types of explosion models by numerical simulations. The clusters are

identified as the "knots" where three shells intersect. The shells are as-

sumed to have the constant radii ( the constant models) or have the power

law radius distribution* (the power law models). In the both kinds of mod-

els, we find that f can be approximately expressed by the scaling form: £

= Q(£t£> + ( 1 6 + &£•). and Q is about 1, which are consistent with the

observations. More detailed studies of r-, u- and v-dependences of Q show

that Q remains constant in the constant models. In the power-law mod-

els, Q is independent of the shape parametres u and v, while it has some

moderate r-dependences( variations with r about a factor of 1 or 2).
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1. Introduction

It is a remarkable observational evidence that very large scale (~ 100

Mpch"1) uihomogeneities exist in the Universe. The two-point correla-

tion function £ of richness R > 1 Abell clusters is about 18 times stronger

than that of galaxies, and it remains positive at least out to SO Mpch1,

maybe to ISO Mpch'1 (Bahcall and Soneira, 1983). Very large voids and

filaments of size SO — 300 Mpch"1 have already been observed in galaxy

and cluster surveys ( e.g. Gregory.Tompson and Tifft, 1981; Bahcall and

Soneira, 1982; Batuski and Burns, 1985). The CfA slice redshift survey also

showed that galaxies are distributed on bubbles, and clusters are situated

at the spots where the bubbles intersect (de Lapparent, Geller and Huchra,

1986; hereafter LGH). What leads to such large structures is now unclear.

To find it out has already become one of the main goals of cosmology.

The conventional models of galaxy formation usually assume that the

primordial fluctuations are Gaussian, and the universe is dominated by

either cold dark matter (CDM) or hot dark matter (HDM) or both, and is

either flat or open. Such flat models encount a serious problem that they

have no great enough power on the r > 20 Mpch"1, as Peebles (1982) and

Kaiser (1984) predicted that cluster-cluster correlation function become*

negative starting r =s 20 Mpch"1. The open models cannot be consistent

with the high isotropy of the microwave background radiation, when they

fit the observed structures of galaxies and of clusters.
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Now many cosmotogists turn their attention to the non-Gaussian fluc-

tuation models. One is the cosmic string model, in which galaxies and

clusters are formed by the accretion of string loops of matter around them.

Because the cluster loops are chapped from the same larger parent loops, the

high-amplitude cluster-cluster correlation functions could be explained. In-

cluding the gravitational instability, the galaxy correlation function could

also be reproduced(Turok, 1985; Turok and Brandenberger, 1986; Jing and

Zhang, 1987). The above predictions depend greatly on the detailed phys-

ical processes of strings, such as loop fragmentations and loop velocities,

however our present knowlege about them is poor (Bennet and Bouchet,

1988). So a full quantitative understanding of galaxy formation in the cos-

mic string scenario has to wait the accurate description of physics of cosmic

strings.

An alternative non-Gaussian model is the explosion scenario. It was

first proposed by Ostrtker and Cowie(1981), that an early explosion at red-

shift z — 10 sweeps the primordial gas into a large dense shell of several tens

Mpc, and galaxies are formed when the shell cools and fragments. Such

explosions could be provided by the supermassive stars or superconducting

cosmic strings, or other kind objects.(Carr, Bond and Arrett, 1984; Ostriker,

Thompson and Witten, 1987). Even the nonlinear negative density fluctua-

tions could lead to similar dense shell structures(Bertschinger, 1985). This

picture is motivated by the observation of large bubbles in the CfA slice

redshift survey (LGH).
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Recently, Weinberg, Cstritar mtDelceJ(1989, hereafter WOD) have done

a set of numerical simulations of dualer dictributiona in the explosion sce-

nario. In their simulations, ahella an randomly placed in the space, and

the •hell radii are constant or have a power-law distribution n(R) <x R'.

The duster* are identified as the "knots" where three shells intersect. Cer-

tainly, cluster distributions depend on the filling factor f (its definition will

be given below) of •hells. In models of power law radius distribution with

0 1, the observed luminosity function of Abell clusten(Bahcall, 1979)

can be reproduced. In all modela( including the constant radius models),

the two-point correlation functions are well approximated as a power-law

f (r) = (r./r)1, with the Index 7 a similar value as the observations. How-

ever, when scaled to the mean separations of clusters, all models have an

unacceptably large r#, except the so-called "extended power law" model

(for details, we refer readers to WOD) could be consistent with the 2*

upper limit of the observed r.. This is the unique scenario which has the

cluster-duster correlation function exceeding the observations. Considered

the statistical uncertainties of the observational two-point correlation, the

explosion origin of the large scale structure could be marginally accepted

now.

It would be interesting to use other clusters measures, which depend on

higher order correlation functions, to test the explosion scenario. Maybe
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they can more effectively distinguish the models. Although WOD have

used the percolation method, count in cells, void distribution function, and

topology of isodensity surfaces to measure the n l m n t quantities, the inter-

conparison between models and observations is very poor, either because

there is no such observational data or they have not included the boundary

effects, galactic extinction and redshift selection functions, etc. of the real

•ample*. To remedy this situation is one of Che purposes of this series of

papers, which will be presented in Paper III (in preparation). Another

purpose is to study the three-point correlation function of clusters, which

has never been done before.

Two recent statistical studies of Abell(lBM) cluster catalogue (Jin* and

Zhang. 1089) and of Abell-Corwin-OlowinflOM) cluster catalogue (Toth,

Holloti and Szalay, 1089} consistently show that the three-point correlation

( of Abell clusters are well represented by the scaling form

C = £i + 66 +

where Q is a constant and £ is the two-point correlation function of cluster*.

Jing and Zhang adopted Q = 0.7 ± 0.2, while T6th et al. got Q = 1 JO ± 0.1,

with a small difference. This definite relation will be useful in confrontation

of theoretical models with observations.

This is the first paper of the series. Here we determine the three-point

correlation functions of clusters in two types of explosion models: 1) The

radii of shells are assumed a constant (hereafter constant model); and 2)
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Shell* have a power law radius distribution, n(R) at R* (hereafter power

law model). Theae two model* perhaps are not realistic. Shells may not

have exactly the MOM MM. Even in the power law model, imall shells,

if situated in or nearby the larger sheik, would be swept out. For this,

WOD have already given a detailed diacuation. The motivation to study

theae two cases is threefold. First, these two models perhaps could be

solved analytically, like Kukrud and Cowley (1080, hereafter KC) for the

two-point correlation function. Our simulation can help to test such an

analysis. Secondly, our simulation can jive some features such as the scales

when three charters correlates, which would remain valid in more realistic

model*. Finally, more importantly, due to large differences in the shell

radius distributions of the two models, we can find out how three-point

correlations depend on the models. A* we wilt see below, in both

model* { canTexpressed well by the equation (1), with almost the same

Q about 1. This result is very encouraging. From this, we may able to

imagine that more realistic model*( such as the extended power law model)

will not give a very different result. In Paper II, we will present { in the

modified power law models, including the extended power law model — the

most successful model in explaining the observed luminosity function and

the two-point correlation function(WOD).

-6-

2. Equal-size shells

In this section, we study the three-point correlation function* of clutters

intersected by equal-sixe shells. As KC and WOD showed, this model is

completely fixed by two paramelre*: the shell radius R and the filling factor

f = (4#/3)n,kR\ where nr t is the spatial density of shells. KC also obtained

analytically the mean density nd of clusters

and the cluster-cluster two-point correlation function

where y = r/2R. Note: we can easily find a minor error (a factor 2 in

the numerator of the second term) In the expression &i(y) of KC, now we

have already corrected it in equation (3). This expression ha* already been

verified by the numerical experiment of WOD.

The method of our simulation is somewhat different from that of WOD.

We adopt f = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 for the filling factor. We choose a spherical

space of radius R*m for the simulation. R*. is determined by the condi-

tion that for f = 0.4, there are 1000clusters produced in one realization [s

equ(2)j. Considering the boundary effect of the simulation tpace(i.e. dus-

ters could be formed by intersecting of the inner shells and the shells whose

centres juat lie out of the space), we in fact first randomly place (centres
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of) sheila in * larger sphere of radius Rmm + R, and find out all knota (clua-

ten) where three thetb intersect. Then we include aJI those clutters within

the sphere of R** in our later calculation, thus correcting the boundary

effect. The same simulation space is used for f = 0.6 and f = 0-8 models.

Certainly there would be (0.6/0.4)'xl000 * 3400 and (0.8/0.4)'x 1000 =

8000 clusters produced in one realization of f = 0.9 and of f = 0.8. Because

the computational cost b rapidly increased with Nj ( oc Nj) in calculat-

ing f, we wilt randomly choro* 1000 clusters (hereafter "child" sample) in

each realisation of f =0.8 and f = 0.8 models for our calculation. It is

easy to prove that the "child'sample has ail the same n-point correlation

functions as its "patent" sample, that is, all intrinsic clustering properties

will remain. This argument is similar to that of the sparse sampling of a

redshift survey (Kaiser IBM; Metcalfe, Fong, Shanks and Kilkenny, 1989).

Why we do not take a smaller simulation volume for f = 0.6 and f = 0.8

is for the "fair" sample reason. As we show below that the three-point

correlation functions remain positive out to 4R { the largest side of a tri-

angle), and Rdn we now take is R*n = 12.8R, reducing sample volume

would probabmly influence the final results. This method has been verified

when we checked the two-point correlation functions of the above three f

cases, whkh reproduced the data of WOO and was completely consistent

with the expression (3). |M* also Sect.(3}|. For each model, we make ten

real b) at ions.

-8-
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The procedure of estimating three-point correlation function >s the sane as
that of

/ling and Zhang (1080). The three-point correlation function is defined by

writing the joint probability d P m of finding three dusters concentred in

each of three elements dV1? dVt and dVj, separated by r(J, tu and r«

as(Peebles, 1080):

dP,» = r£(l + f(r,,) + ((ru) + £(r$1) + t(r»,ru,rn))dV,JVtJVt (4)

where n* is the mean density of clusters, ( is the two-point correlation

function and f is the three-point correlation function.

It would be convenient to use variables r, u, v instead of ru, r«, rn.

Their relations are given as following:

if we assume ru < rM < rM. Of course 0 < v < 1, and u > 1. We can easily

see that r reflects the site of a triangle, and u, v reflect its shape. Below we

will limit our calculation to the triangles with ru < r j ) w u = SR. In fact f

vanishes when one side of the triangle exceeds 4R (see below). We take Av

= 0.1 for v from 0 to 1, and the constant logarithmic interval A/oftoU =0.1

for u from 1 to 5. For r, also the constant logarithmic interval AJofror =

0.1 is takt-u from 0.1R to r . « , which depends on r , l i w , u and v.

Let us denote DDDm(r, u, v) the cluster triplets with sides r - r +

Ar, u ~ u + Au and v *- v + Av, and RRR)n(r, u, v) the corresponding

triplets of a random sample, which has the same boundary and the same
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number of point* u the cluiter Hmple. If we integrate dV,, dV,, and dV,

in the sample volume, we can euily get

So we could obtain ( by counting and comparing cluiter tripleta and random

triplet!. In order to minimize the random fluctuations, we generate 30

random samples, and we the average count to estimate (. For imall r bins,

where RRRm i* •mall, we wilt use the interpolation formula RRRm a

r* (for u, v fixed) to estimate RRRm (for details, tee Peebles and Groth

(1975) and Jing and Zhang (1980)]. Finally, we apply the analytical result

of ( [equ(3)j to the equation (6).

In Figure 1, we illustrate the three-point correlation functions ( of sev-

eral typical (u, v) bin* for the f = 0.4 model. Figure l(a) shows the four

cases with the fixed v = 0.05 but different u, which coven equilateral tri-

angles to highly elongated acute isosceles ones. We can find that three

clusters are strongly correlated on small scales and remains out to r <

2R and (u+v)r ~ ur = 2R. Figure l{b) represent* the other four c*«a

with fixed u a 1.1 but different v, which Include approximate equilateral

triangle* to highly oblated obtuse isosceles one*. Again high three-point

correlation* are found on small scales. However, all f start vanish at r at ur

a 2R. This means ( could remain positive out to rJt = (u •+• v) r, which i*

about 4R for v = 0.85. We can conclude that there are strong three-point

correlations in triangles of two smaller sides rtJ, r u < 2R and of the longest

r9) < 4R. We have also checked f for the f = 0.6 and f - 0.8 model*. The

three-point clustering behsvrtours of these two model* are very stnilar to those

of f = 0.4 model, and we omit their figure* here.

This phenomenon can be easily explained by a sketch map( Figure 2,

taken from KC). It illustrate* the all four configuration* of sphere* produc-

ing two clu*ter*(P, Q). If a third cluster formed by three other shells(noone

belong* to the shells of Figure 2), and the first two clusters are produced

by the figure 2d, such triplet* contribute the first term of equation (4). If

the first two cluster* are formed by either case of figure* 2a, 2b and 2c,

and the third cluster formed by the three independent •hells, or if a third

cluster formed on either shell of figure 2d and th« first two clusters are P,

Q of figure 2d, such triplet* contribute the three (-term* of equation (4).

Only when a third cluster S is formed on shells of figure 2a, 2b or 2c (

i.e., at least one common *hell forming S, and P or (and) Q), triplet* PQS

would contribute the reduced three-point correlation term of equation(4).

It ij easy to see that such tripleta PQS have always two sides smaller than

2R and the longest side less than 4R.

In order for comparing the observations, it is convenient to use Q(r,u,v):

Q(r,u,v) = (7)
f(rK M + €(«)«(• +"•)')"+«(• + «)r)f (r)

that i* the three-point correlation function scaled to the product* of two-

point correlation function*. The previous observational studies of Abell

clusters show that Q is a constant and is between 0.5 and 1.1 (see section

-10-
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t). The solitude of Q(r,u,v) and its T-, u- and v- dependences could be

used to teat the model*.

In Figure 3, we chow the scaled three-point correlation function* Q

of figure 1. Moat of Q fall! in the range between 0.5 and 1.1. Thin i*

very encouraging. Q depend* on u very weekly, and the average value*

of different u-bin* remain almost a con*Unt(«ee figure 3a), although f for

difTerent u have very different magnitudet(Ggure la). Similarly, Q also have

a very week v-dependence{ figure 3b). For r from 0.1R to 2R, f changes

by four magnitude*, whereas Q varie* very (lightly (within a factor of 2).

It la Mill unclear that the flight Q difference* of different (r,u,v)-bin*

are the real feature* of the model or only the reflection of the statistical

fluctuation*. A* shown below, the latter perhaps i* the main factor.

To study the r-, u- and v- dependences of Q more detail, we separately

•tudy each dependence a* Groth and Peeble*(1977). Figure 4a present* the

arithmetic average* of Q(r,n,v) over all (u,v) bin* for the three different f

model*. Here and below we average Q over all triangle* of three (idea lea*

than 2R. It is only for the reason that the two-point correlation function

vaniahc* at r > 2R. From the figure, we find that Q of all three model*

depend* on r very weakly, and could be regarded u a constant with a high

prec«k>n(~ 15ft). In figure 4b, we plot the arithmetic average* of Q over

(r,v)'bin*. For different u, Q changes very (lightly for three models, and

again could be considered at a constant for each model. Figure 4c shows
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the averages of Q over all (r.u)-bin*. Although Q depend* on v again very

weakly, we can easily find a minor *y»tenatic variation: all model* remain

a constant at v < 0.7, however rise (lightly with v at the larger v.

In concluding this *ection, although the model* taken here are the

simplest ones of the explosion scenario, the result* are encouraging: the

observed scaling, relation (1) can be easily reproduced in these models.

The slight dependences of Q on r, u, and v may exist, but f of the models

indeed could be expressed by the hierarchical form (l) with a high precision.

The mean Q values are 0.0 (for f = 0.4), 1.3 (f = 0.6) and 0.8 (f = 0.8),

comparable favorably to the observed value Qo. = 0.5 — 1.1. Now i t is

unclear what leads to the slight variation of Q with f. It might be the real

feature of the model.

3. Power-law radius distributions

In this section, we study the models, in which the radii of shell* are dis-

tributed in power law*. We assume the mean density of shell* with radius

Ri ~- Ri + dRi is

«(*,)<*«. = !».(«,/*)'«•*,, (8)

where R is theMSXivun radius of shell*. As WOP pointed out, 0 s -4 is

of most interest, and also their simulations have shown that such 0 could

reproduce the mas* function of A bell cluster* well, we will adopt fi - ~

3.5 and -4.6 here. Because the number of *helb in a definite volume will
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diverge at 0 < -i, we must put the lower radius cutoff. The radius of shells

will be limited to R/4 < R, < R.

We adopt the notations of KC. Let n, = /," nfR^Jfi,, R = n, \l=<t, af =

£ t~ n{Ri)RVRi> «* - «? It-o, «"i the effective filling factor: / = ^«JH.

Then the cluster density is (KC)

«d = ^ / W (9)

The method of simulation is similar to that of the constant models. For

each 0, we choose three f values: 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. The simulation space
to be

is still taken/a spherical volume, however, it* radius RM« is chosen by the

condition that there are 1000 clusters [cf et)u.(D)] in each realization of f =

0.2 models. Now R*, = 9.2R for the 0 - -4.5 model, and R*. = 10.3R for

0 = -3.6. As below only triplets of sides teas 3R are considered, this simula-

tion space, we think, is already large enough. Again in order to correct the

boundary effect*, we first randomly place (centres of) shells in the sphere

of radius R « + R for each (f, 0) model, under the condition that shells

have the power law distribution (8). Then we find out all "knots" (clusters)

where three shells intersect, and Include only those clusters which are in

the sphere of R«m in our later calculation of correlation functions. Other

procedures are the same as in sect.2 and we needn'd repeat then.

KC have analytically obtained the two-point correlation function and

the mass function for the power law models. In figure 5, we plotted the

two-point correlation functions estimated by our simulations. Due to the

- 1 4 -

dommation of numbers of small shells, ( at small scale has very alike bebavi-

a n of the constant mode)*, and could be represented by a power law(the

index is about -2). At the larger scale, f falls more rapidly than the con-

stant models. The turning point appears at r ~ 0.5R, which could be

expected because the radius of the smallest shell is 0.25R. The analytical

result* of KC are plotted in the figure for comparision. We find that the

data of simulations are fitted very well by the analytical formulae of KC.

In figure 6, we show the mass function of clusters obtained from our simu-

lations. Here we adopt the mass recipe of WOO that the mas* of a cluster

is proportional to the product of the three shell radii, which produce the

cluster, that is M = KR|RtRt. In the figure, duster masses are in unit of

M M . = KR\ and the mass functions are in unit of M^,R~*. The smooth

lines are the analytical results of KC, which fits the simulation* very well.

The consistency between the analytical and the simulation results proves

the work of KC as well as our simulation methods correct.

Now we calculate the three-point correlation functions for the models.

We have not plotted f for several selected (utv)-bins as Figure I and Figure
that

3, because they carrot reveal anything new, except/they reconfirm that

strong three-point correlations exist in triplet* with two smaller sides less than
Ujan.

2R and the longest side lets£R. Instead we present the means of Q. Figure T

shows the averages of Q with the fixed r over all configurations. Q remains

almost a constant about 1 at r < 0.5R. However at larger scales, Q of f =
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0.2 mnd 0.3 mod«k rises by a factor of 1 or 2, while Q of f = 0.4 models falls

by a factor of 0.5 or 1. Because the contributions to the •mall scales are

dominated by small shells, a constant Q could be expected from the last

section. The variations of Q at large scale maybe reflects the large range

or the shell radii.

In figure 8, we present the averages of Q with the fixed u over all (r,v)-

bins. For all six (f«ff) models, Q depend on u very weakly, and could be

regarded well a* constants. The values of Q are all about 1, which is very

interesting. Figure 9 shows the dependence of Q on v. All models have a

constant Q at v < 0.8, while fall a little at the larger v. We could conclude

that Q is almost independent of the shape parametres u and v.

4. Conclusions

We have constructed a set of numerical simulations of the constant models

and of the power law models in the explosion scenario. The three-point cor-

relation function f of the constant models can be expressed by the scaling

relation (t) well, with the constant Q about 1, consistent with the observa-

tions. In the power law model, the scaled three-point correlation function

Q(r,u,v) depends on it and v very weakly, while has some dependence on r.

At small scale r < 0.5R, Q remains a constant about 1, however it changes a

factor of 1 or 2 at the larger scale. Because there is no such a detailed obser-

vational study of r-, o>, v- dependences of Q, we are not sure that this slight

-16-

dependence of Q on r is dangerous for the power-law models. Considering f

changes 3 magnitudes from r at 0.5 to 1.1, the r-dependences of Q are mod-

erate. The two previous studies of Abell clusters seem mainly concentrate

on the average value of Q over all (r, u, v)-bins, with which the power-

law models are not contradictory .go we could conclude that although the

models we studied are the simplest ones in the explosion scenario, they can

produce the correct form of the observed three-point correlation function

of Abell clusters.

WOD pointed out that these model* suffers the problem that they have

too many two-point correlations. The same problem that f is too strong

will these models suffer, because only Q has the similar value as the

observations. However, our results that Q of the constant and the power

law modelsf so different) remain almost a same constant about 1, are very

encouraging. We could expect that Q of more realistic models, such as

"extended power law" model, will not change largely. In fact, these modi-

fied models mainly sweeps out small shells by larger shells, and make the

shells in a smaller radius range, which may lead the r-dependence of Q a

little weaker(see figures 3a and 7) and make the consistency with obser-

vations better. Thus the three-point correlation function of Abell clusters

(including its absolute amplitude could be expected to be reproduced in

the explosion picture. The simulations of these modified models (including

the most successful model "extended power law" model) will be presented

in Paper II (in preparation).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. — The three-point correlation functions of the f = 0.4 constant

model in eight typical (u.v)'bins. (a) for the fixed v = 0.05; (b) far the

fixed u =s 1.1

Fig. 2. — The configuration* of shelb which produce two clusters, (a)

Three common shelb; (b) Two common shells; (c) One common shelb; (d)

All shelb ate different. This figure is taken from Kulsrud and Cowley (1989)

Fig. 3. — The scaled three-point correlation functions Q [see equ.{7)j of

the f = 0.4 model, (a) corresponds to Fig. la; and (b) to Fig. 1b

Fig. 4. — The mean values of Q for the three constant model* of different

r. (a) The average values of Q over all triplets with the fixed r; (b) The

average values of Q over all triplets with the fixed u; (c) The average values

of Q over all triplets with the fixed v

Fig. 5. —(a) The two-point correlation function* of the 0 = -4.5 power-

law model* with different filling factors. The symbols are the result* of the

simulations (this paper), and the smooth lines are the analytical results of

Kulsrud and Cowley (IMS); —(b) Same as the 5(a), but for 0 = -3.5

-20-

Fig. 6. —(a) The mass functions of the 0 = -4.5 power-law models with

different filling factors. The symbol* are the results of the simulation* (this

paper), and the smooth lines are the analytical results of Kukrud and Cow-

ley (1089); — (b) Same as the 6(a), but for 0 ~ -3.5

Fig. 7. —(a) The averages of Q over all triplets with the fixed r for the 0

= -4.5 power-law models with different filling factors. —(b) Same as 7(a),

but for 0 = -3.5

Fig. 8. —{a) The averages of Q over all triplets with the fixed u for the 0

= -4.5 power-law model* with different filling factors. —(b) Same as 8(a),

but for 0 s= -3.5

Fig. 0. —(a) The averages of <J over all triplet* with the fixed v for the 0

= -4.5 power-Uw model* with different filling factors. — (b) Same as 0(a),

but for 0 = -3.5
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